Two named All-American

By Bob Hoyt

MIT placed two people on the All-American pistol team, it was recently announced. Dave Schaller '79 and Dave Miller '79 were both named to the air pistol team; in addition, Schaller was named to the international style team. Both shooters were nominated for the team last year, but did not make the team. Of the ten shooters named to each team, Shaller was the only non-service academy shooter on the international style team. The Naval Academy placed five shooters, West Point three, and the Air Force one.

According to Miller, MIT does well in pistol because of the mental aspect of the sport. Usually, he added, the team finished fourth nationally, behind the three academies.

Rugby team strong in Beanpot

By Tom Bryant

Editor's note: Tom Bryant is a member of the rugby football club.

In its first appearance at the Beanpot tournament, the MIT rugby football club came up with two strong games, although dropping both, to Boston College and Boston University.

In the first match, Boston College used its wind advantage to pin the Beavers close to the MIT line before scoring the opening try. Just before the half, MIT came back with a powerful rush by the forwards. From a short penalty five meters from the BC line, Joel Lederman G crashed the Eagles' defense with the forwards masses behind him. They were stopped a couple of feet short until two of the MIT backs drove into the mail, sending Lederman across the line for his second try across the line and down for his try. Just before the half, MIT converted from the touch line, the score was 7-6. Again, everything looked set for an MIT victory.

Toth Bryant G nailed the convert meters, to the light of the posts, second try into the maul, sending Lederman still two of the MIT backs driving a very powerful rush. MID placed two people on the academy side. Despite scoring 10 points, scoring the first place

In the other first round game, In the other first round game, the Harvard side. Despite scoring 10 points, scoring the first place

In the First half, MIT used the gusting wind to drive the ball deep into BC territory. After several desperate defensive stands by the Eagles, MIT won the ball with one of its patented 10-man scrums near the line. Co-captain Mark Levonian G dove across on the Harvard side. Despite scoring 10 points, scoring the first place

In its third match, the team finished second to host Tech Dinghy division. The same game, neither one is

An MIT Lacrosse player (in white) gets off the ground in action against Babson last Tuesday. (Photo by Gordon A. Haff)

"B" division by Bill Dalton '80, MIT captured first place out of eight in a Lark Invitational at home.

On the next weekend, MIT sailed competed in the oldest college regatta, the Boston Dinghy Cup, hosted this year by the Harvard Yacht Club. MIT finished fourth after Kings Point of New York, Tufts, and BU, in a fifteen school field with entries drawn from almost all events, winning two

The two have been selected to compete in the national championships, which is also the US team tryout for the Pan American or Olympic Games. The two believe they have a good chance because the academies will not be sending their best shooters to the competition. Although both agree it would be nice to make the Olympic team, neither one is predicting such an outcome.
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